Introduction The treatment of rigid and severe scoliosis and kyphoscoliosis is a surgical challenge. Presurgical halo-gravity traction (HGT) achieves an increase in curve flexibility, a reduction in neurologic risks through gradual traction on a chronically tethered cord and an improvement in preoperative pulmonary function. However, little is known with respect to the ideal indications for HGT, its appropriate duration, or its efficacy in the treatment of rigid deformities. Materials and methods To investigate the use of HGT in severe deformities, we performed a retrospective review of 45 patients who had severe and rigid scoliosis or kyphoscoliosis. The analysis focused on the impact of HGT on curve flexibility, pulmonary function tests (PFTs), complications and surgical outcomes in a single spine centre. Results PFTs were used to assess the predicted forced vital capacity (FVC%). The mean age of the sample was 24 ± 14 years. 39 patients had rigid kyphoscoliosis, and 6 had scoliosis. The mean apical rotation was 3.6°± 1.4°, according to the Nash and Moe grading system. The curve apices were mainly in the thoracic spine. HGT was used preoperatively in all the patients. The mean preoperative scoliosis was 106.1°± 34.5°, and the mean kyphosis was 90.7°± 29.7°. The instrumentation used included hybrids and pedicle screw-based constructs. In 18 patients (40%), a posterior concave thoracoplasty was performed. Preoperative PFT data were obtained for all the patients, and 24 patients had C3 assessments during the HGT. The difference between the first and the final PFTs during the HGT averaged 7.0 ± 8.2% (p \ .001). Concerning the evolution of pulmonary function, 30 patients had complete data sets, with the final PFT performed, on average, 24 months after the index surgery. The mean preoperative FVC% in these patients was 47.2 ± 18%, and the FVC% at follow-up was 44.5 ± 17% (a difference that did not reach statistical significance). The preoperative FVC% was highly predictive of the follow-up FVC% and the response during HGT. The mean flexibility of the scoliosis curve during HGT was only 14.8 ± 11.4%, which was not significantly different from the flexibility measures achieved on bending radiographs or Cotrel traction radiographs. In rigid curves, the Cobb angle difference between the first and final radiographs during HGT was only 8°± 9°for scoliosis and 7°± 12°for kyphosis. Concerning surgical outcomes, 13 patients (28.9%) experienced minor and 15 (33.3%) experienced major complications. No permanent neurologic deficits or deaths occurred. Additional surgery was indicated in 12 patients (26.7%), including 7 rib-hump resections. At the final evaluation, 69% of the patients had improved coronal balance, and at a mean follow-up of 33 ± 23.3 months, 39 patients (86.7%) were either satisfied or very satisfied with the overall outcome. Conclusion The improvement of pulmonary function and the restoration of sagittal and coronal balance are the main goals in the treatment of severe and rigid scoliosis and kyphoscoliosis. A review of the literature showed that HGT is a useful tool for selected patients. Preoperative HGT is indicated in severe curves with moderate to severe pulmonary compromise. HGT should not be expected to significantly improve severe curves without a prior anterior 
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Introduction
The correction of severe and rigid scoliosis and kyphoscoliosis is a surgical challenge. Significant pulmonary compromise is frequently present adding challenge to already surgically daunting procedures. The aim of surgery in these patients is to halt the progress of a disabling deformity, to diminish the size of the curve and to restore trunk balance while improving the patient's quality of life, providing cardiopulmonary stability and avoiding longterm sequelae from restrictive lung disease, painful degeneration and curve decompensation [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] . Especially in kyphoscoliosis, surgery is designed to reduce the tension placed on the spinal cord in regions with sharp kyphosis or scoliosis.
Current surgical strategies include aggressive anterior and posterior column release and osteotomies, either with a front-back or a posterior-only approach. With the extent of the surgical release and segmental instrumentation, the potential for curve correction is increased; however, so is the potential for neurologic compromise [5, [7] [8] [9] . Therefore, in the past, preoperative halo-gravity traction (HGT) was recommended. It was thought to reduce the severity of scoliosis and improve pulmonary function before surgery [10] [11] [12] [13] . However, these recommendations and current practice lack evidence, and the role of HGT within different correction methods remain to be defined. In addition, there is a paucity of data concerning the risks of reconstructive surgery, particularly in patients with severe scoliosis and pulmonary impairment, who need surgical treatment the most.
Because of the growing number of reports using modern pedicle screw systems in combination with aggressive releases for the correction of severe curves [8, 9, 11, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] , the authors scrutinised the value of HGT within treatment modalities applied in the past decade by analysing a sample of patients with severe, rigid (kypho-)scoliosis. We sought to quantify the impacts of preoperative HGT on pulmonary function and curve correction to more precisely define the indications for HGT.
Being aware of the normal decline in pulmonary function with ageing [22] and the known risk factors for cardiopulmonary decompensation over the long term, such as an FVC% below 45% and scoliotic curves exceeding 90°-100° [3, 23] , the analysis of pulmonary function test (PFT) data is decisive in the treatment of severe scoliosis. There are data on moderate curves and their pulmonary evolution, but the available reports lack data on severe scoliosis [2] [3] [4] [5] 20] . Therefore, by a retrospective analysis of surgical and pulmonary outcomes, we aimed to clarify the connections between the following issues: spinal deformity, pulmonary function and surgical results.
Methods and materials

Study sample
Our database was analysed to identify all the patients with scoliosis or kyphoscoliosis who underwent HGT before instrumented correction (preop-HGT) and who were able to undergo PFTs. The minimum follow-up was 12 months. A total of 45 cases fulfilled the criteria, and their medical records and radiographs were retrospectively reviewed.
One patient with Pott's disease underwent a noninstrumented kyphoscoliosis correction using a greffe antérieur procedure and thus was excluded from the analysis of the main sample when evaluating radiographs and PFT. She was, however, included in a subgroup analysis of patients with 'severe curves and progressive neurologic deficits' because of the scarcity of such data.
Clinical assessment
The subjects' medical charts were analysed for preoperative body height and weight at the final clinical visit. Neurological deficits were categorised according to the Ranawat classification. The patients were stratified according to whether they had suffered progressive neurological deficits during the 6 months prior to surgery, chronic neurologic deficits or no deficit. The patients were also categorised as ambulatory or non-ambulatory. Complications during the treatment course were noted and classified as minor or major according to Glassmann [24] . The number and details of medical and surgical complications as well as subsequent and revision surgeries were recorded. Revision surgeries were defined as those related to a complication (e.g., a rod fracture). Complications were defined as early if they occurred within 3 months of the surgery.
Radiographic analysis
The major scoliosis and kyphosis (Cobb angle) was extracted from biplanar, full-standing, standard radiographs preoperatively, postoperatively and at follow-up as well as from bending radiographs and radiographs performed with the patient in HGT or in Cotrel traction (traction radiographs).
On the full-standing radiographs, the coronal balance was measured by dropping a C7 plumb line and measuring its offset from the mid-sagittal sacral line (in cm). When the coronal C7 plumb line was B2 cm to the left or right of the mid-sagittal line, the spine was defined as balanced. Sagittal balance was measured by dropping a C7 plumb line. If it fell posterior to the hip axis, the patient was defined as being in global sagittal balance. If it fell anterior, the patient was in sagittal imbalance.
We defined the preoperative radiographs as the neutral radiographs. During HGT, the final radiograph taken directly before the first surgical procedure was defined as the final-HGT radiograph, and the first HGT radiograph taken was defined as the 1st-HGT-radiograph. The radiograph with the best Cobb angle correction during HGT was defined as the preop-HGT radiograph and was used for calculating the HGT flexibility for scoliosis and kyphosis. The preoperative analysis of radiographs included the grading of apical vertebral rotation according to the classification of Nash and Moe (4 types), with a fifth degree added for off-the-plane rotation. The calculation of curve flexibility and correction rates was performed on radiographs during HGT, during Cotrel traction, and on standard bending films as previously described [25, 26] . To put the postoperative curve correction into perspective considering the related preoperative flexibility, we calculated the Cincinnati correction index (CCI) [26] . Preoperative MRI and post-myelogram CT scans were reassessed for intraspinal anomalies. Changes in construct alignment, failure of instrumentation and evidence of non-union were noted. A diagnosis of non-union was made when there was radiographic evidence of non-union or instrumentation failure or motion during surgical exploration. Because of the severe deformities and reduced quality of some radiographs, some measurements could not be obtained.
Pulmonary function tests
The patients were assessed using a standard ultrasound spirometer in the sitting position (Spiroson, v1.2D, nddMedizintechnik, Germany). The pulmonary function value reported was forced vital capacity (FVC), which is expressed as a percentage of the predicted value (FVC%) [27] . PFTs were performed before HGT was initiated (defined as the preop-FVC%) and during HGT at several time points (defined as the 1st-, 2nd-, and 3rd-HGT-FVC%). Of the serial FVC% assessments during HGT, the best FVC% (defined as best-HGT FVC%) and the final FVC% (final-HGT FVC%) were recorded. During the study period, the patients were subjected to postoperative PFTs (postop-FVC%) and follow-up PFTs (follow-up-FVC%).
According to the American Thoracic Society's guidelines for the severity of pulmonary impairment [28] , 'no' pulmonary impairment was considered when the FVC% was [80% of the predicted value, 'mild' when the FVC% was B80% but [65%, 'moderate' when the FVC% was B65% but [50%, and 'severe' when the FVC% was B50%. For all the time points, a negative value of FVC%-change during the treatment period indicated a decline in FVC%.
Based on the preop-FVC% and the number of times that PFTs were performed, we calculated the time-dependent relationships between the HGT-FVC% changes (the difference in FVC% at distinct time points during HGT compared with the FVC% before the initiation of HGT). The absolute effect of HGT on PFTs was analysed by calculating the difference between the preop-FVC% before the initiation of HGT and the final HGT-FVC%.
Patients were defined as 'pulmonary responders' to HGT if their pulmonary function (in terms of the FVC%) improved by at least 5% and as 'non-responders' if there was an improvement or decrease of 0-5%; a decline was noted if the FVC% dropped more than 5% during HGT. Likewise, the impact of surgical treatment on PFT results was analysed by comparing the preop-FVC% to the followup FVC% in patients with both preoperative and follow-up PFTs performed C6 months after the operation. Patients were classified as having improved ([5% FVC% increase), stable (±5% FVC% change) or worsened ([5% FVC% decrease).
Postoperative pulmonary complications were recorded as suggested by Liang [68] . Because of the scarcity of PFT data on the treatment of patients with severe scoliosis, patients without complete PFT data sets were included. The numbers of patients with PFT data at given time points are reported as statistically valid numbers in the results section and the subgroup analysis.
Halo-gravity traction and surgical strategy
The indications for HGT were combinations of the following criteria: extensive curve size and rigidity; a progressive neurological deficit in a decompensating large curve with the spinal cord being draped over the apex; the presence of a sick cord and the goal of preoperative adaptation of the cord to corrective stress; the presence of intraspinal anomalies that might cause acute tension during the surgical correction; and poor PFT results. The target weight during HGT was *30-50% of body weight. The patients cooperated with daily neurologic checks. The pins were tightened every 2 days. The patients were encouraged to be in their wheelchairs or walkers, all had pulmonary monitoring and training, and daily exercises were performed to reduce the effects of deconditioning. HGT-related complications were recorded. HGT was halted if PFTs had improved or plateaued, if curve improvement was judged to be maximised or if a neurologic deficit had improved.
During the study period, coronal curves [80°-90°with a flexibility \30% and sagittal curves [70°were defined as severe and rigid. Patients underwent open anterior release with subsequent HGT if it was determined to be suitable by the anaesthesiologist, based on the final-HGT-FVC%. Likewise, patients had concave thoracoplasty (CTP = multiple concave rib osteotomies) [25, 29] for posterior spinal release and cosmesis if it was judged acceptable after considering pulmonary concerns. The instrumentation involved single (7%), dual (67%) and triple screw-rod constructs (27%), with/without cross-links, using hybrid or pedicle screw-only constructs, mainly in terms of an instrumented end-level distraction spondylodesis. In the period studied, only scoliosis distraction and translation manoeuvres were applied, and there were no vertebral column resections (VCRs). Iliac crest grafts were used.
Statistical analysis
To include continuous variables and binary outcome parameters, we performed correlation analyses between radiographic and pulmonary parameters and risk factor identification for adverse events, such as revision surgery, major complications, an FVC% \40% [30, 31] and nonunion. Descriptive statistics included an analysis of means ± 1 standard deviation and ranges. The results are reported as rounded numbers. Paired Student's t tests and Pearson's correlation coefficients were used to test for significant differences and relationships. Fisher's exact test or Pearson's test was used to analyse cross-tabulation tables. A p value \5% indicated a statistically significant correlation or difference. The analyses were performed using Statistica 6.1 (StatSoft, Tulsa, USA).
Results
Sample characteristics
The sample included 45 patients, 31 female (69%) and 14 male (31%), with a mean age of 24 ± 14 (9-56) years and follow-up of 33 ± 24 (12-108) months. 39 patients (87%) had kyphoscoliosis, and 6 (13%) had scoliosis. The aetiology was congenital in 23 patients (51%), neuromuscular in 7 (16%), and idiopathic in 5 (11%). A total of five patients (11%) suffered from scoliosis associated with neurofibromatosis. Another five patients (11%) had syndromatic or post-thoracotomy scoliosis.
Fifteen patients (33%) underwent an anterior release, and 18 (40%) a CTP. A greffe antérieur procedure was performed in four patients (9%). The posterior fusion extended to the lumbosacral junction in four patients and to the cervicothoracic junction in three. All the patients wore a brace for 6 months postoperatively.
Preoperatively, all except two patients were ambulatory. A total of ten patients had neurologic deficits. Five had a chronic non-progressive deficit, and five presented with a progressive neurologic deficit that had initiated B6 months before admission. At follow-up, all patients except one were ambulatory. The preoperative imaging studies of nine patients revealed signs of a sick cord with or without neurological deficits, and nine showed intraspinal pathologies, including four cases of syrinx and four cases of split cord malformation (SCM). 6 patients (13%) had undergone prior spinal surgery.
The body height at the index treatment averaged 149 ± 13 (118-176) cm, and weight was 47 ± 14 (23-88) kg. In 34 patients with a complete set of data, the preoperative height was 147 ± 13 (118-171) cm and the height at follow-up was 154 ± 12 (124-182) cm. The increase averaged 7 ± 5 cm (-5 to 24 cm; p \ .0001). The mean body weight was 43 ± 12 (23-68) kg preoperatively and 48 ± 11 (28-73) kg at follow-up. The average increase was 5 ± 6 kg (-4 to 27 kg; p \ .0001).
Halo-gravity traction
All the patients underwent HGT prior to surgery. In 15 patients (33%), HGT preceded an anterior release, with continued HGT until posterior spinal fusion. Only the HGT radiographs and the FVC% before the anterior release were evaluated. The duration of HGT was 30 ± 14 (11-81) days. The maximum load applied was 33 ± 9 (13-52) % of each patient's body weight.
The mean time between the application of the halo-ring and the first HGT radiographs was 7 days, until the 2nd-HGT radiographs it was 22 days (n = 28), and until the 3rd-radiographs it was 27 days (n = 15). The number of serial radiographs was 2 ± 1 (1-5). There were no serious complications from HGT. A set of composite radiographs is presented in Fig. 1 .
Pulmonary function tests
The preop-FVC% in 42 patients was 49.5 ± 22% (14-120%; n = 42). The preop-FVC% correlated with the extent of the scoliosis on the neutral radiographs (p = .02, r = -.4, n = 42), whereas the location of the apex or the amount of kyphosis had no impact on the FVC%. The 1st-HGT-FVC% was 47 ± 21% (21-102%; n = 24), the 2nd-HGT-FVC% was 43 ± 18% (17-82%; n = 15) and the 3rd-HGT-FVC% was 50 ± 30% (20-100%; n = 6). At the time of the index surgery, 6 patients (14%) had no or mild pulmonary impairment, 7 patients (17%) had moderate pulmonary impairment and 26 (62%) had severe pulmonary impairment.
To summarise the course of HGT, the final HGT-FVC% was 49.5 ± 20% (19-100%; n = 25). The number of days in HGT until the final HGT-FVC% was assessed was 19 ± 10. We analysed the effect of HGT on pulmonary function in terms of FVC% changes. Complete data sets were available for 24 patients. At the end of HGT, 13 (54%) were identified as responders, 10 (42%) as nonresponders and 1 patient showed a decline. The preop-FVC% in this group of patients was 42 ± 20 (14-98) %, and the final HGT-FVC% was 49 ± 20 (19-100) %. The difference averaged 7 ± 8% (-5 to 27%, n = 24) and was significant (p \ .0004). Notably, the difference between the preop-FVC% and the 1st-HGT-FVC% was 5 ± 7% (-7 to 23%; n = 24), which was significant (p \ .005), whereas the difference between the 1st-HGT-FVC% and the final HGT-FVC% did not reach significance (p = .05). In a subset of 18 patients with a preop-FVC% \40%, the increase until the final-HGT-FVC% was 9 ± 8.5% (-5 to 27%, p. \ 00002).
The statistical analysis of the relationship between HGT and pulmonary function showed that the HGT-FVC% largely depended on the preop-FVC% (p \ .0001, r = .9, n = 24), but not on the other variables. The duration of HGT did not have a significant impact on the evolution of the FVC%, nor did the amount of Cobb angle change during HGT. However, even with a moderate surgical correction in rigid curves, there was a strong trend towards improvement from the preop-FVC% to the follow-up-FVC% with a reduction in the magnitude of scoliosis (p = .06, r = -.34, n = 31). That is, pulmonary function improved with better curve correction.
Other than in scoliosis, the difference between the kyphosis on the 1st-HGT radiographs and that on the final HGT radiographs significantly correlated with the FVC% difference between the 1st-HGT-FVC% and the 2nd-HGT-FVC% in the subset of patients with relevant data available (p = .02, r = -.8, n = 9), indicating better FVC% with improved kyphosis correction during HGT.
Based on the serial measurements, we calculated the time-dependent relationships between FVC% changes in 24 patients. The results are graphically displayed in Fig. 2 . Statistics revealed that the aetiology of scoliosis had no impact on FVC%-changes.
The postop-FVC% averaged 29 ± 19% (11-81%; n = 12). The difference between the preop-FVC% and the postop-FVC% was -7.5 ± 9 (-20 to 11) %, which indicated a decline. The follow-up-FVC% was 45 ± 17% (24-100%; n = 31). Concerning the evolution of pulmonary function, 30 patients had complete datasets, with the final PFT performed 24 (12-74) months after surgery. The preop-FVC% in these patients was 47 ± 18 (18-98) %, and the follow-up-FVC% was 44 ± 17 (24-100) %. The mean degree of preoperative kyphosis in this group was 91°, and the mean degree of scoliosis was 115°. The difference between the postop-FVC% and the follow-up-FVC% averaged 2 ± 19% (-37 to 28%; n = 10), whereas the difference between the preop-FVC% and the follow-up- Fig. 1 Composite radiograph series of preoperative halo-gravity traction (HGT). Example of a 14-year-old patient with kyphoscoliosis, height 139 cm, and weight 29 kg. He had Cobb angles of 147°o n preoperative full-spine standing radiographs and 129°on convex bending. At the beginning of HGT, he had a Cobb angle of 123°; on day 3 and on the final-HGT-radiograph directly before surgery, the Cobb angle was 117°. During HGT, the preop-FVC% of 39% increased to 48% until final pulmonary function testing before surgery, indicating a modest improvement in the Cobb angle but a valuable improvement in pulmonary function related to the straightening of the compensatory curves FVC% was 3 ± 12% (-37 to 18%, n = 30), which was not significant (p = .2). The FVC% improved [5% in nine patients (30%) and [10% in two. 12 patients (40%) remained stable, with an FVC% of ±5%, and 9 (30%) declined [5%. The main findings are illustrated in Fig. 3 .
A statistical analysis showed that the follow-up-FVC% was strongly dependent on the preop-FVC% (p = .0001, r = .8, n = 30) and that the length of the follow-up (in months) had no impact on the difference in FVC% evolution (p = .5). In contrast, we noticed a significant correlation between anterior release and the FVC%-change from preoperative to follow-up (p = .006). There was a 10% decline in the FVC% if an anterior release was performed but an increase of 2% if it was not performed. With an anterior release, the correction rates for scoliosis (35 vs. 30%) and kyphosis (26 vs. 21%) were increased, but the differences were not significant. We did not identify any other single risk factor with an impact on the follow-up-FVC% or a preoperative threshold predicting a pulmonary complication.
Considering the course of pulmonary function before surgery, during the HGT and at follow-up, 18 patients had complete data sets, with the final PFT performed 16 months after surgery. In these patients, the preop-FVC% was 42 ± 19 (18-98) %, the final-HGT-FVC% was 48 ± 19 (19-100) % and the follow-up FVC% was 43.5 ± 18 (24-100) %. The preoperative degrees of kyphosis and scoliosis were 96°and 118°, respectively. The results illustrated in Fig. 4 show that pulmonary function could be increased by HGT and maintained at the preoperative level until follow-up.
Radiographic results
Kyphosis
The major kyphosis was located in the high thoracic region (C7-T4) in 7 patients (16%), the thoracic region (T5-T10) in 28 (62%) and the thoracolumbar region (T11-L2) in 10 (22%). The preoperative kyphosis was 91°± 30°(4°-138°) on the neutral radiographs and 76°± 27°(19°-122°) on the final-HGT radiographs, a significant difference (p \ .0001). The kyphosis on the traction radiographs was 73°± 28°(21°-135°, n = 17), also significantly different from the neutral radiographs (p = .004).
The HGT-flexibility of kyphosis was 17 ± 19% (-29°t o 72°), and the traction-flexibility was 18 ± 18% (-9 to 51%, n = 17). The difference between the traction and Fig. 2 The graph illustrates the time-dependent relationships between FVC% and the duration of HGT compared to the preop-FVC% in a subset of 24 patients. Changes in FVC% were calculated as differences from the FVC% before the initiation of HGT. Notably, a few cases temporarily worsened with final recovery, and a few improved beyond an FVC of 10% HGT radiographs was 0.5°± 13°(-26°to 20°; n = 17), and the difference in flexibility was 4 ± 13% (-22 to 22%; n = 17). Neither difference was significant. On the 1st-HGT radiographs, kyphosis measured 80°± 25°(15°-130°); on the final HGT-radiographs, it was 74°± 25°(19°-122°). The improvement was 7°± 12°(-8°to 41°, n = 27, p \ .03).
The degree of postoperative kyphosis was 70°± 26°( 16°-122°), and the correction was 21°± 18°(-31°to 58°) or 23 ± 24% (-65 to 70%) (p \ .0001). The difference between the HGT kyphosis and the postoperative kyphosis was 5°± 15°(-37°to 41°; p = .05). The amount of correction was significantly correlated with the HGT-flexibility (p \ .0001, r = .7, n = 42) and the traction-flexibility (p = .002, r = .7, n = 17).
At follow-up, the kyphosis measured 76°± 25°(31°-127°), representing a significant loss of correction (-5 ± 11°, -31°to 13°; p = .005). Patients who had undergone a CTP had a significantly higher rate of kyphosis recurrence (9°vs. 2°, p = .02).
Preoperatively, 14 patients (33%) displayed a decompensated sagittal imbalance, whereas 40 (89%) had achieved sagittal balance at follow-up. In 11 patients (24%), sagittal balance had improved; 32 (71%) maintained their balance; and 2 displayed reduced sagittal balance. , and the kyphotic and scoliotic curves are reduced slightly, but rigid curves do not fully correct, which should be avoided. With slight curve correction, the apical tension on the cord is reduced. If HGT is applied until complete straightening of the spine occurs (see D 00 ), tension-induced myelopathy may result
Scoliosis
The major scoliosis was high thoracic (C7-T4) in 2 patients (4%), thoracic (T5-10) in 33 (73%), thoracolumbar (T11-L2) in 7 (16%) and lumbar (L2-4) in 3 (7%). Preoperatively, the apical vertebral rotation was 3.5°± 1.5°. The preoperative major scoliosis measured 106°± 35° (13°-151°) , and the best Cobb angle on the HGT radiographs was 93°± 27° (12°-129°) . The difference was 16°± 12°(-9°to 41°; p \ .0001).
Scoliosis on the bending radiographs was corrected to 101°± 24°(49°-150°, n = 35) with a bending-flexibility of 10 ± 12% (-15°to 42°, n = 35), and it was significantly different from the neutral radiographs (p \ .0001). The degree of scoliosis on the traction radiographs was 101°± 24°(47°-141°, n = 18) with a traction flexibility of 12 ± 12% (-7 to 37%), which was significantly different from the neutral radiographs (p \ .0001), but not from the values achieved for bending-flexibility (p = .5). The HGT-flexibility was 15 ± 11 (-9.7 to 40) %. Notably, in terms of Cobb angles, the difference between the HGTflexibility and the bending-flexibility was 4°± 13°(-27°t o 40°, n = 34). This difference was not significant (p = .1) and nor was the 3°± 14°(28°-23°, n = 18; p = .4) difference between the HGT-flexibility and the traction-flexibility.
The scoliosis on the 1st-HGT radiographs was 98°± 30°(16°-143°; n = 43). The improvement in scoliosis from the 1st-HGT radiograph (101°± 30°, 20°-143°; n = 32) to the final-HGT radiograph (94°± 26°, 14°-127°; n = 32) was significant (p = .0003), but only 8°± 9°(-10°to 29°; n = 32). With increasing scoliosis, the difference between the Cobb angle on the traction radiographs and on the best-HGT radiographs decreased (p = .01, r = -.6, n = 18). That is, the larger the curve, the more rigid it was, and the smaller was the effect of HGT in reducing the curve in comparison with a simple Cotrel traction.
Notably, the HGT-flexibility correction was not correlated with the duration of HGT or the different weights applied. The 'deformity correction' and 'trunk height increase' frequently observed during HGT occurred in the more flexible compensatory curves.
The postoperative scoliosis was 76°± 32°(2°-142°), and the correction averaged 31°± 17°(0°-61°), or 33 ± 19% (0-90%; p \ .0001). In terms of the CCI, the correction was 2.7 when assessed on HGT radiographs (n = 39) and 7.3 when assessed during bending (n = 35). According to the CCI, the correction rate was in the range of previously published results ( Table 1 ). The scoliosis correction did not correlate with the duration of HGT or the size of the weights applied but was rather a function of the preoperative curve size (r = .4, p = .007).
The difference between the degree of scoliosis on the preop-HGT radiographs and the postoperative radiographs was 15°± 17°(-19°to 66°, n = 43) (p \ .0001). At follow-up, the mean scoliosis measured 84°± 31°(5°-143°), which represented a loss of correction of -6°± 13°( -35°to 17°; p = .003).
Preoperatively, the coronal C7 plumb line was -1 ± 4 (-8.5 to 5.5) cm off the sacral midline; 25 patients (56%) were out of balance. This value was -1 ± 3 (-8 to 7) cm postoperatively and -1 ± 2 (-5 to 5) cm at follow-up. Overall, 31 patients (69%) exhibited improved coronal balance. Although 16 patients remained out of balance, the ranges of the C7 plumb line (-5 to 5 cm) were modest, and acceptable trunk balance could be achieved in most of the severe deformities.
Surgical results
Complications from surgery were documented in 20 patients (44%), of whom 15 (33%) had a major complication. 3 had significant pulmonary complications related to recalcitrant atelectasis, and pulmonary decompensation indicating recurrent ventilation in two patients. The other complications included coronal decompensation with need for revision (1), pancreatitis (3), recalcitrant non-union indicating two revisions (1), temporary sensory dysfunction of the lower extremities (1), loss of kyphosis correction and decubitus from bracing (1), high thoracic junctional kyphosis (2), chylothorax (1), rod fracture and non-union (1), cardiac arrhythmia (1), deep wound infection requiring I and D (2), bladder dysfunction in a patient with recurrent endometritis (1), asymptomatic rod fracture with loss of correction (1) and adjacent curve decompensation. There was no permanent neurovascular compromise.
In 12 patients (27%), additional surgery was performed; 7 of these underwent revision surgery. 7 patients received a rib-hump resection. The latter had larger postoperative scoliosis (99°vs. 71°, p = .03). Patients who had initially undergone a CTP were less likely to need a subsequent ribhump resection (p = .02).
At follow-up, patients were asked whether they were satisfied with the global outcome. 13 patients (29%) reported that they were 'very satisfied', 26 (58%) were 'satisfied' and 3 were 'not satisfied/not dissatisfied' or just 'not satisfied'.
Evolution of patients with preoperative progressive neurological deficits
Five patients with kyphoscoliosis and progressive neurological deficits from a decompensating curve showed improvement after the initiation of HGT. The mean age of Eur Spine J (2012) 21:514-529 521 the two males and three females was 24 ± 17 years (9-48) at the time of surgery. Their kyphosis was related to congenital multi-level mixed-failure (2), neurofibromatosis (1), post-laminectomy syndrome (1) and tuberculosis (1). 2 patients had syrinxes. On admission, three patients had Ranawat IIIa, and two had IIIb. All the patients displayed spasticity, and three had progressive bowel and bladder incontinency. During HGT, 13 ± 6 kg was applied for 22 ± 11 days (11-39). The kyphosis measured 93°± 16°( 72°-108°) preoperatively and 76°± 17°(64°-101°) on the best post-HGT radiographs. The major scoliosis Cobb angle was 34°± 23°(15°-63°) preoperatively and 26°± 27°(2°-68°) on the post-HGT radiographs. No patients experienced complications related to HGT or worsened neurologically. In contrast, during HGT, the neurological deficits of two patients improved, with reduced weakness and an improved gait. All patients displayed improved spasticity, hyperreflexia, subjective weakness and dysaesthesia while in HGT. At follow-up, two and three patients achieved Ranawat grades of I and II, Published results on curve rigidity (including flexibility data) pVCR posterior vertebral column resection, PSF posterior spinal fusion, ant rel anterior release, CTP concave thoracoplasty/multiple concave sided rib osteotomies, PS pedicle screw-based constructs, HGT halo-gravity traction, Ponte Ponte-type osteotomies, hybrid constructs using pedicle screws, hooks and wires a Cincinnati index, calculated from flexibility on HGT-radiographs respectively (The patient with Pott's disease was followed up for only 6 months). In summary, HGT was shown to improve progressive neurological deficits in decompensated rigid and non-rigid curves with a sick cord. The clinical rationale is illustrated in Fig. 4 .
Discussion
Pulmonary function
Severe scoliotic and kyphotic deformities affect the thoracic cage, disturbing skeletal, muscular and diaphragmatic function and reducing respiratory system compliance ( Fig. 5 ) [28, 32] . Hence, respiratory function, rather than curve size, is the predominant problem, which has a bearing on physical function and mortality [4] . Long-term studies on the natural course of pulmonary impairment and severe scoliosis have shown that there is no spontaneous resolution but rather a slight decline of PFT over time [22] , and particularly with curves [100°and/or FVC% \45%, patients suffer long-term sequelae, including reduced pulmonary endurance with an increased mortality rate compared with those who experience respiratory failure in adulthood [2, 4, 5, 23] . At scoliosis[100°, respiratory system compliance is decreased to levels comparable to adult respiratory distress syndrome [28] . Untreated severe (kypho-)scoliosis has a poor prognosis, accounting for up to 5% of chronic ventilator failures in adulthood [2, 5, 28, 33, [34] [35] [36] . Hence, early surgery is recommended and is said to confer improvements in pulmonary function and increases in life expectancy [3-5, 33, 35, 37] . However, surgery, while successful in curve correction, often cannot overcome the multifactorial genesis of pulmonary impairment [3, 35, 38] . Radiographic studies have correlated impaired pulmonary function with increased scoliosis, as was reported in our study, along with the degree of vertebral rotation, the deformity of the thoracic cage, the number of vertebrae involved in the thoracic curve, the degree of thoracic hyperkyphosis or lordosis and the curve location [3, 6, 28, 36, 39, 40] . The definitive Cobb angle at which PFT results worsen significantly has not been identified. Spinal deformity is the major determinant of respiratory impairment in severe scoliosis; however, the relationship is complex, and its severity of respiratory impairment cannot be inferred from radiographs alone. One must consider the patient's age, respiratory muscle weakness and irreversible structural parenchymal damage and altered breathing mechanisms, which may have hindered several of our patients from improvement in PFT [3, 28, 35] . In our sample, 79% of the patients had moderate or severe pulmonary impairment preoperatively; 30% of the patients improved slightly, 40% maintained their preoperative level and 30% showed a decline at follow-up. Our results echo those of prior studies on patients with severe pulmonary impairment: Payo [31] reported on 17 neuromuscular scolioses, with FVC \40% and mean patient age of 13 years. The preoperative Cobb angle was 88°and was corrected to 37°. The FVC% was 26% preoperatively and 29% at follow-up. In a study by Gill [41] of eight paediatric patients with a mean scoliosis of 70°, the FVC% was 20% preoperatively and 18% at follow-up. Wazeka [20] reported on 21 scolioses with mean age of 11 years and a preop-FVC% of 30. Curve size averaged 82°and was corrected to 35°; 50% of the patients had 1-year PFT data, but only three showed pulmonary improvement. As in prior studies, we did not identify a significant increase in PFTs values until follow-up; rather, we observed stabilisation at the preoperative level. When nutritional status was used as a marker of pulmonary status [42] , our analysis of body weight showed a significant postoperative gain, and clinical respiratory improvement was frequently confirmed. Only a few reports exist on severe curves and the related severe pulmonary impairment [5, 30, 35, 36, 41] . Most spirometry data are derived from moderate idiopathic curves with no to mild pulmonary impairment and are conflicting. While some report an insignificant improvement or a decline in PFT within 2 years [39, 43] , others describe significant improvements of *2-11% [44] [45] [46] [47] . Newton [39] identified preoperative PFT values as the best predictor of 2-year pulmonary function in these populations. In our study on severe curves, the preop-FVC% was also highly predictive of the follow-up-FVC%. There is only one study by Rizzi [5] on 35 adults with which to compare our results: 26 patients had kyphoscoliosis, and 77% had 1-year PFTs. The degrees of kyphosis and scoliosis averaged 132°and 136°, respectively. 12 patients had died at a mean age of 43 years, the cause being cardiopulmonary in all. In 19 patients with kyphoscoliosis, the preop-FVC% was 27%, improving to only 32% at followup. The authors identified a 'good evolution' group with an FVC%-increase from 31 to 39% and a 'fair/poor evolution group'. Almost all the patients in the fair/poor pulmonary evolution group had kyphoscoliosis; their main characteristics were worse preop-FVC% and less correction, indicating a strong correlation between curve correction and pulmonary improvement [20] . In our study, the change from the preop-FVC% to the follow-up-FVC% averaged 3%, which substantiates Rizzi's observations. It has also been suggested that the correction of vertebral rotation and rib cage deformity significantly contributes to pulmonary improvement in severe curves [40, 48] . Accordingly, in moderate scolioses treated using segmental pedicle screw constructs, Kim [43] demonstrated a significantly increased respiratory function compared with the use of less rigid constructs. Similarly, Smiljanic [35] , using the anterior open approach for instrumented derotation, reported on 31 scolioses of 108°corrected to 37°and noted an improvement of the preop-FVC% from 66 to 78% at a 12-month follow-up. Concerning posterior vertebral derotation, Nepple [49] described a 14-year-old patient with a thoracic scoliosis of 149°, a flexibility of 33% and an FVC% of 31%. After an anterior release and a posterior correction with 2-level VCR and bilateral CTP, the curve was reduced to 43°. At 3 years postoperative, the thoracic curve measured 48°, and the FVC% was 52%. These results emphasise that the degree of 3D curve correction might also be decisive for pulmonary improvement in severe scoliosis.
The impact of the approach to PFTs in severe scoliosis is poorly documented. Some studies on modest curves have reported a temporary decline in PFT results after transthoracic correction [3, 35, 44, 45, 47] . In our study on severe curves, patients who did not undergo an anterior release had a small but significant FVC% increase from the postoperative period to follow-up. On the contrary, the FVC lost by the anterior approach could not be compensated by improved curve correction. In total, 40% of the patients in our series underwent a CTP. Currently, several authors use CTP as part of the posterior release and to reduce the concave rib valley [20, 37, [49] [50] [51] [52] . Limited data exist regarding the impact of CTP on PFT results [51] and its effect on posterior release [29] . Our statistical analyses could not quantify the impact of CTP on the PFT results. In posterior-only fusions performed with a CTP, we observed a decrease in the FVC% of *5-10% (unpublished results). Hence, there is some residual pulmonary compromise caused by CTP that usually does not have a clinical effect in patients with mild pulmonary impairment but might be an issue in severe curves. In combination with the anterior release, this factor might have prevented some of our patients from pulmonary improvement.
Halo-gravity traction
In the past, HGT was said to make surgery less complex, to improve safety and to achieve a gradual correction [11, 13, 36, 37] . However, the literature lacks evidence of the benefits of HGT on severe curves [13, 34] . Even the appropriate duration of HGT has not been identified [7, 10, 11, 42, 49, 53] , with reports ranging from weeks to months [10] [11] [12] 34] . Letts [12] analysed the time-dependent correction of scoliosis during halo-femoral traction in eight patients. Corrections from 82°to 34°(40%) were obtained, and most of the improvement occurred within the first week. Letts recommended that HGT should not be continued for [3 weeks. Our results showed that preop-HGT did not induce a meaningful release effect in rigid curves. A mean 16°correction was achieved with HGT, whereas the difference between the 1st-and final-HGT-radiographs was only 8°. The flexibility on HGT radiographs is supposed to be increased compared with that of bending or traction radiographs. However, the difference between both was not significant. In a study by Seller [54] on neuromuscular scoliosis, the surgical correction rates did not differ with or without preop-HGT. In a study by Flierl [55] on 22 neuromuscular scolioses, HGT did not improve surgical outcomes. In Rizzi's study [5] of 19 kyphoscolioses treated with HGT for 3 weeks (8 had complete data), the correction due to HGT was from 129°to 97°, and the HGT-flexibility was 23%. Our results also support those of a larger, 9-centre study on severe scoliosis [11] . 30 patients were treated with preop-HGT for 5 weeks, and 23 without. The scolioses measured 93°and 105°, the flexibility was 22 and 21%, and the correction was 62 and 59%, respectively, and the differences were not significant. The study indicated that the real effect of HGT on rigid curves might be overestimated. Finally, Park [53] reported on 20 scoliosis patients with an age of 11 years who underwent HGT for a mean of 4 weeks. In a subset of patients who underwent surgery, 46% of the total coronal curve correction was estimated to have been achieved with HGT. The curve correction was 27% in bending and 31% in final-HGT radiographs. A calculation of the correction due to HGT each week as a percentage of the total correction indicated that the scoliosis had corrected by 66% at 2 weeks, by an additional 22% at 3 weeks and by an additional 9% at 4 weeks, showing that most of the correction had occurred within the first 3 weeks. That study included more flexible curves than ours, but like the prior reports, it supports our findings: We showed that in severe, rigid curves, flexibility on HGT radiographs was not significantly different from that on bending radiographs, and most of the correction was obtained within the first 2 weeks. Finally, Tokunaga [56] reported on anterior column release with subsequent HGT and final posterior correction in 21 curves that were [80°. After the anterior release, the correction due to HGT increased from 24 to 38% after 1 week, to 42% after 2 weeks and to 45% after 3 weeks. Most of the final correction (49%) was achieved by the anterior release and the first week of HGT, emphasising that HGT gains more importance after aggressive releases.
Impact of HGT on neurological function
Deformity correction in the presence of a neurological deficit with the spinal cord being draped over the apex of the deformity or tensioned by a septum in an SCM poses significant risks. In these cases, moderate correction has generally been recommended to achieve global balance; alternatively, a detethering procedure preceding the scoliosis correction has been advocated [37, [57] [58] [59] . In general, there is no uniform advice on how best to manage these patients. Our study provides additional data regarding the use of preop-HGT in patients with severe curves and progressive neurologic deficits due to a decompensating kyphoscoliosis. We noted neurologic improvement in these patients. Rigid curves were only slightly reduced with HGT, thus allowing for the relaxation of the tension on the cords draped over the curves' apices (Fig. 4b) . In a recent analysis [60] of 147 patients with VCRs, 29% had abnormal preop-neurologic findings, and 27% experienced an intraoperative neurologic event. Whether preop-HGT is beneficial in reducing neurologic deficits in such patients with 'sick cords' should be analysed.
HGT and pulmonary function
Preoperative medical and pulmonary improvement in a patient with severe deformity can reduce surgical risks [42] . As a non-surgical tool, nocturnal nasal intermittent positive pressure ventilation can significantly increase the FVC% [32] . In addition, intensive preoperative pulmonary conditioning in Duchenne patients by a pulmonary trainer, as performed in our patients, can improve PFT results [61] . Preop-HGT remains another possibility for preoperative medical and pulmonary improvement. Since the 1970s, HGT has been recommended for patients whose pulmonary function was so poor that immediate surgery might have been lethal [13] . However, the current literature lacks reproducible data regarding the impact of HGT on PFT results [13, 16] . Savini [36] reported on 76 patients with mean age of 15 years and Cobb angle of 110°, some treated with preop-HGT, all undergoing Harrington fusions. They noted a correlation between pulmonary and angular improvement. Details regarding PFTs were lacking. Swank [34] , reporting on 20 adults with 135°scoliosis and 127°k yphosis, noted improvements in PFT results in some undergoing HGT but an unpredictable decline or no improvement in others. In Rizzi's study [5] on severe curves, he reported that preop-HGT proved beneficial for the improvement of FVC. 19 patients underwent HGT for 3 weeks. The preop-FVC% was 27%, and the HGT-FVC% (data from 12 patients) was 34%, representing an improvement of 7%, similar to our results. Sink [42] reported on patients with scoliosis of 83°and HGT for 13 weeks before and/or after an anterior release. Preop-HGT was recommended until a decline or plateau was observed, but the PFT data were not provided. In a study by Nepple [49] , the FVC% improved from 31 to 47% after 4 weeks of HGT. In summary, preop-HGT is a useful tool to improve a patient's pulmonary condition. Our study showed that a significant increase of 9% in the FVC% was achieved by HGT in patients with severe pulmonary impairment and a mean scoliosis curvature of 114°. HGT made a significant contribution to the patients' postoperative pulmonary evolution, with a minority of patients showing a significant decline at follow-up, although anterior approaches were performed in 33% and CTP in 40% of the patients.
Surgical correction of severe curves
There are conflicting data as to whether maximising curve correction in severe scoliosis changes outcomes. The problems arise with the lack of uniform definitions of severe and rigid curves [1, 9, 13, 15, 19, 50, 56, 58, 62] . Generally, severe curves have a Cobb angle [80°-90°, are rigid when the flexibility is \20-30% and bend down to 70°-80°at best. Silvestre [9] stated that in severe scoliosis, the aim should be not to maximise the correction but rather to obtain acceptable balance. This strategy was also followed in our study. We noted a mean curve flexibility of 10% (15% during HGT) and a surgical correction of 33%, Eur Spine J (2012) 21:514-529 525 resulting in a CCI of 2.7 in HGT. Our results approximated those of Watanabe [18] , who reported on 68 curves [100°.
The mean flexibility in a hook subgroup was 23%, and the mean correction was 33%. In a study by Rinella [10] of 33 patients, scoliosis of 84°was corrected by 46%. Qiu [16] reported on 60 patients with a scoliosis of 92°and a flexibility of 38%. Using hybrids and HGT after anterior releases, the surgical correction was 39%. With a rigidity of 10-15%, our sample is unique, representing an ideal base for comparison to studies on more aggressive osteotomies and segmental instrumentations. To improve pulmonary function, it might be warranted to adapt techniques optimising curve correction [4, 14, 48] . As the smallest common denominator for increasing the correction, the extent of the release was shown to be decisive regardless of the instrumentation used [63] . A VCR achieves the most aggressive release, and the number of studies reporting correction rates of *50-65% in rigid curves is growing [8, 14, 57, 64] . To put our results in perspective, a review of the literature on surgery for severe curves was performed (Table 1) . We identified 19 studies; the patient age averaged 19 years, and the sample size 18. The preoperative scoliosis was 100°, the flexibility was 23%, and the curves were corrected to 42°postoperatively; this value declined to 48°at follow-up averaging 41 months. The scoliosis correction was 57%, but the CCI was 2.7. The patients' kyphosis measured 55°preoperatively, 33°postoperatively and 34°at follow-up. Only a few authors reported a [50% correction in curves [90°using a posterior-only approach with segmental pedicle screw instrumentations. 6 studies reported at least one significant neurologic deficit postoperatively. Complications occurred in one-third of the patients. In light of the potential neurological risk, particularly with VCR, alternatives should be discussed. Li [58] reported on 31 patients with a Cobb angle of 98°, a flexibility of 24% and a correction of 49% using an anterior and posterior release followed by segmental hybrid instrumentation. Suh [19] reported the results of posterior periapical segmental osteotomies and instrumentation in 13 patients. They achieved a 58% correction in a mean scoliosis of 108°with a flexibility of 20%. Olgun [52] reported on 17 kyphoscoliosis patients. Using pedicle screw instrumentation combined with multiple chevron osteotomies and CTP, rigid scolioses of 69°were corrected by 62%, and kyphoses were corrected from 76°to 49°. Bullmann [65] reported on 33 patients treated using anterior instrumentation (some had undergone prior posterior release) and posterior pedicle screw-based correction. A mean scoliosis of 93°with a flexibility of 23% was corrected by 67%. In another study [15] on 21 patients with a mean scoliosis of 111°and a flexibility of 13%, a 62% correction was achieved after the application of a halofemoral traction Ilizarov-type device following an anterior release. In summary, there are alternatives to VCR for severe and rigid but rather harmonic curves, and a multilevel segmental release and instrumentation might be sufficient to maximise correction and improve pulmonary function. Further research should identify the ideal strategy and whether temporary HGT after an anterior/posterior release plays an important role in maximising correction and improving pulmonary function.
Complications
In surgery for severe scoliosis, the incidence of major complications [24] is reported to be 20-40% [19, 57, 58] . With VCR, temporary neurologic deficits have been seen in up to 30% of patients [5, 8, 11, 14, 15, 56, 57, 60, 65] . It must be emphasised that in our study, there was no permanent neurologic decline. Numerous case reports exist concerning potential halo-related complications [66] . One study [67] reported a rate of 53%, with 10% requiring surgery and 31% suffering from transient HGT-related neurologic compromise. However, no major HGT-related complications occurred in the series by Rinella [10] or in ours. Strict protocols, including daily pin checks, re-tightening of pins and prudent hygiene are decisive in avoiding complications.
In contrast to mild idiopathic scolioses, in which transthoracic procedures usually do not have a negative longterm impact on pulmonary function [44, 47] , the data regarding severe curves are conflicting. Suh [19] observed that in severe neuromuscular scoliosis, opening the chest caused significant deterioration of lung function. In a study by Liang [68] on 48 patients with a mean curve of 90°t reated by anterior release and posterior fusion, the preop-FVC% (\50%) had a significant impact on the pulmonary complication incidence. The addition of a thoracoplasty procedure was an independent risk factor. Analysing 298 scoliosis surgeries [1] , Zhang noted that with a preop-FVC% of 60-80%, the pulmonary complication rate was 3%; with an FVC% of\40%, it was 32%. In another study, pulmonary complications increased as the FVC% dropped to \30% [61] . Rawlins [30] reported on 32 patients with a mean age of 13 years, kyphosis of 79°, scoliosis of 87°and preop-FVC% of \40%; 19% experienced pulmonary complications, and 9% needed tracheostomies. In Rizzi's study [5] , 40% of the patients experienced postoperative respiratory complications, and in Payo's [31] study of 17 patients with an FVC \40%, postoperative complications occurred in 58%, and 24% experienced respiratory failure. In Wazeka's study [20] of 21 patients with an FVC% of 32%, 19% required prolonged ventilation, and 40% experienced respiratory complications. One major risk factor identified was an anterior approach. In a study by Udink ten Cate [69] of 46 neuromuscular scolioses, those requiring prolonged ventilation had a mean preop-FVC% of 34%, compared with 67% in those without prolonged ventilation. To summarise the prior studies and ours, in patients with severe pulmonary impairment, there is an increased risk of pulmonary complications, and the benefit derived from an anterior approach in terms of better curve correction should be weighed against the risk of pulmonary impairment that this approach confers. In our study, complications occurred in 44% of the patients, with major complications observed in 33%; however, only three patients had significant pulmonary complications, which emphasises the importance of preoperative pulmonary conditioning. The other complications were of various aetiologies, including 11% that were instrumentation-related. Failures with merely endlevel instrumentation highlight that in severe curves, rather rigid constructs with multiple anchors should be selected.
Conclusion
Increased information on HGT allows its use to be refined. Preoperative HGT is indicated for severe (kypho-)scoliosis with moderate to severe pulmonary compromise, an FVC% \50% or an FVC% \60% if an anterior transthoracic surgery is scheduled. If the FVC% has improved or plateaued at 2 weeks, surgery should be considered. If there is a rare, ongoing improvement, the gain in pulmonary function can be maximised until it plateaus. HGT can also be useful in progressive neurological deficits, reducing the tension placed on the cord through slight curve reduction. HGT should not be expected to soften severe and rigid curves to a meaningful extent without a prior anterior and/or posterior release, and flexibility can be assessed on bending and Cotrel traction films.
No VCRs were performed in our study, and there were no neurological deficits. Thus, our sample may serve as a control for studies using more aggressive techniques. If these techniques not only significantly correct the curve magnitude and rotation but also confer significant pulmonary improvement, these procedures might be the ideal strategy despite their inherent surgical risks. Future analyses of pulmonary function in patients with severe curves will provide conclusive evidence for the justification of high-risk deformity surgeries.
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